
Thanks Heidi, I have just a couple other items to add, which I will do so in red. If you have questions regarding my comments, you know how to find me :-)
 
Lisa
 
-----Original Message-----
From: "Heidi Benson" <heidi@seafaring.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 4:36pm
To: "Jim Mather" <jim@seafaring.com>, "Lisa O'Brien" <lisa@seafaring.com>
Cc: "DJ Doran" <dj@seafaring.com>
Subject: May Issue Concerns

Ad Crew -
I just got off the phone with DJ and was sharing the concerns that we discussed regarding the quality of the cover photo, heavy focus on Lost Soul, and other issues with the May publication. It is
important that we have a quality product to sell and DJ would like a cohesive list so he can address them.
Can you please go through the issue and add to the following list of concerns by the end of today:
- Poor quality of cover photo
- Poor resolution/quality in several ads
- Repeat of cover photo on Lost Soul feature
- Heavy focus on Lost Soul (Bob's editorial, DJ's letter, 6 pages of feature)
 
- Many of the ads that are placed after the Underway section (24 paid advertisers) and before the Living Aboard section seem to be stacked more than normal.
- No Featured Boat (unless that is the Lost Soul)
- Errors in Living Aboard masthead (email addresses)
- L&A ads in the Living Aboard Section
- Living Aboard ad in Lats & Atts section (which is good for the advertiser! :-)
- Unclear end to Living Aboard Section
- Logos too small on Sponsor Thank You ad
- The location of the Sponsor Thank You ad needs to be more prominent
On the  positive side, the Sailrite & Lucas ads look great! Very crisp. Great job in sales in general ... keep up the awesome job!
Fair Winds,
Heidi Benson
Latitudes & Attitudes Seafaring
Advertising Director
510.917.2611
Heidi@Seafaring.com
www.Seafaring.com
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